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The influence of angular momentum transport by turbulent friction on 
the structure of a rotating protostar has been investigated. Turbulence 
is characterized by a simple viscosity parameter r] = £*c •i/ where c 

s s 
denotes the local speed of sound, 1 the typical length scale of the 
largest eddies (thickness of the nebula) and 5 the "efficiency" para
meter (= l/lO in our model). 
In modelling the solar nebula we started out from a 3 M -cloud of den-
sity 10 z u g/cmJ for which the ratios thermal/gravitational and ro
tational/gravitational energy are about 1 and 1.2 10"^, respectively, 
i.e. the cloud is assumed to be marginally unstable according to the 
Jeans criterion and to rotate with an angular velocity inferred from 
the galactic rotation. During about 3 10^ yr after the formation of 
a stellar core containing initially only a few 10"^ M the central 
condensation has accreted 0.5 M . At the same time an almost station-® ary disk-like nebula has taken shape whose densities and temperatures 
range from 10 to 10"1 g/cm (the surface densities are 10-30 g/cm ) 
and from 10° to lO^K, respectively, within a distance of 5 101 up to 
2 10 cm. Its rotation is very nearly Keplerian. We have thus covered 
the collapse and accretion phases up to the point where the further 
evolution is dominated by a quasi-stationary accretion flow due to 
turbulent friction. From our numerical model we may estimate this evo
lutionary timescale to be of the order of 10' yr. 

DISCUSSION 

Bodenheimer: Could you comment on the stability of the core? Is it 
likely to fission? 
Tscharnuter: Unfortunately, at present it is not possible to study the 
internal structure of a rapidly rotating protstar consistently with the 
accretion flow. Estimates for the ratio |Etot/Egrav| yield numbers in 
the range 0.27 - 0.28, so that fission cannot be excluded. 
Unno: In your formula for turbulent friction, why do you use the sound 
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speed instead of the characteristic speed in the system? 
Tscharnuter: Since the driving mechanism for turbulence is unknown, the 
speed of sound, as an upper limit for the turbulent velocity, is at 
least reasonable. Of course, typical velocities generated by differen
tial rotation, as long as they are smaller than the speed of sound, 
ought to be considered too. 
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